
Raised Cedar
Garden Bed

Step By Step Woodworking Plan

D I Y  S U B - I R R I G A T E D  ( S E L F  W A T E R I N G )



Why This Bed?

C O N S T R U C T I O N

C O N V I E N C E N E  

Cedar boards & Spar Urethane seal will give your a durable
bed that should last 20+ years!
Easy to customize for your desired size
Minimal tools needed

Hands free fill tube for easy watering
Holds 3.5" water = less time watering
Rain will replenish the water reserve
The perfect height for pruning/harvesting
Collapsible side table for easy planting/harvesting!

Not all beds are created equal, 
this is why we love this bed design 
for our garden!
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Ensure success with this special

blend of soil & amendments for

optimal wicking & water

retention.

S O I L  M I X T U R E

Install the SIP system that will

allow minimal watering while

reducing pests & disease!

S I P  S Y S T E M

Construction Plan:
Construct this durable bed that is

perfect for years & years of low

maintenance gardening.

R A I S E D  G A R D E N  B E D
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Raised Garden Bed

 

It's not as hard as you think!
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Materials:
What We'll Need To Build The Bed

(14) 5/4" x 6" x 8' Cedar Deck Boards
(5) 2" x 4" x 8' Cedar Boards
Sand Paper (80-220 grit)
1 (100 pack) box 1 1/4" Kreg Blue Kote Softwood Pocket Hole Screws 
1 (50 pack) box 2 1/2" Kreg Blue Kote Softwood Pocket Hole Screws 
1 (1lb) box 2" Stainless Steel Deck Screws 
Wood Glue (Titebond 3 recommended)
(5) 1 1/2" Stainless Steel Deck Screws
Small box 1 1/2" Brad Nails
(6) Zinc Plated or Stainless Steel 2 1/2" Hinges
(6) box 2 1/2" Stainless Steel Deck Screws
Wood Sealant Materials if Desiredwickedhandy.
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Equipment Needed
Ready these tools

Router with Chamfer Bit (optional)

Drill

1/8" Straight Drill Bit

Countersink Drill Bit

Kreg Jig (Mini works fine for this)

Miter Saw, Table Saw, or Circular Saw

Rafter Square

Measuring Tape

Tile Spacers

Electric Sander

Nail Gun

(2) 36" Clamps 

(2) 12" Clamps

(2) 8' Pipe with Clamps

Applicable Safety Equipment

Disclaimer: Please make sure with all your projects that you have read your equipment’s safety manual and are

following the recommended safety precautions. We are not responsible for the results of your DIY projects as results

can vary based on your skill level, quality of materials, and age of your equipment.wickedhandy.
net



Cut List:
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Cut List Part 2:
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Chamfer the

Legs/Sides (Optional)

For a more polished look,

chamfer the front facing long

sides of all the bed side pieces

& legs.  If you don't have a

router you can use a sander or

table saw to take off a 45° of

the edge.

Step 1
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Pocket Holes: 

Short Side Boards

Set mini pocket hole

jig flush with the end

of the board and set

drill bit collar at 3

9/16".  Drill holes on

non-chamferred side. 

Step 2
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Pocket Holes: 

2 Long Side Boards

The long side boards will be

installed with deck screws

so pocket holes are only to

attached the trim to the top

of the bed. Only drill pocket

holes on 2 boards on 

non-chamferred side.

Step 3
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Sanding

Sand down all the leg and side pieces.  Start with 80 grit

and work your way up to 220 grit for a smooth finish.  I do

this prior to assembly due to the chamfer edges and

overlapping legs.  This will give you a more professional

finished look, just make sure to touch up sand prior to

sealing if necessary.

Step 4
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Assembly: Short bed side

Lay 2 leg pieces with the 3 1/2" sides parallel to each other with chamfer edges

facing out. Starting at the top, place the short bed side piece with the top pocket

holes flush with the top of the legs, pocket holes facing you.  Using tile spacers,

leave 1/8" between each board, add 3 additional boards. This 

will allow for wood movement. Attach to the legs with 1 1/4" Kreg screws and

glue. Make sure that the legs are flush with the legs and at a perfect 90° angle

(use rafter square).  Wipe off any additional glue and let dry. Repeat with other 

set of short boards to complete the other side.

Step 5
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Assembly: long bed side

Lay the completed short sides facing each other.  Starting with long side with

pocket holes, lay long boards on the leg pieces with 1/8" spacing.  I recommend

clamping short sides together to prevent movement and for a secure fit since

the boards are so long.  Use pipe clamps for this.  Attach with glue and 2"

stainless steel deck screws. Pre-drill and countersink screws. Once glue dries

flip over and repeat other side to complete bed frame.

Step 6
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Assembly: Leg Supports

Standing the bed up on it's legs, add 2 additional legs to the long 

side of the bed, about 18 2/3" from the inner edge of the corner leg.  Secure

the legs with clamps on the top and bottom after using a rafter square to

make sure the legs are straight. You will attach these with glue and (2) 2"

screws in each side board from the inside of the bed to hide the screws,

totaling 8 screws total per leg.  Predrill and countersink screws.  Repeat until

all legs are installed. The legs will also add side support to the bed to prevent it

from bowing out.

Step 7
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Pocket Holes: Bottom Cross support

The bed is going to hold 16 cu feet of soil and 22 gallons of water so additional bottom support is

needed. Take 2 of the cross support pieces and drill 2 pocket holes on each end of the board.  The

jig should be 1  1/4" from the edge of the board with the drill bit collar set at 4 1/8". Place the

holes 1" from each corner.  On the other 2 cross support boards add 1 pocket hole on each of the

ends, about 1 1/4" from one edge of the board.  You will now add 3 more pocket holes on the long

edge of the board, 2 at 4" from the edge, then 1 in the middle with the jig 1 1/2" from the edge due

to the 1"  thickness of the sides. This board will be on the ends of the support system so they will

be installed on 3 sides.  I would recommend penciling in where you are putting screw holes then

manually checking the board in the space to ensure you aren't overlapping any previous screws.

Step 8
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Installing Bottom Cross Support

You are going to be installing these boards in line with the legs for 

extra support with the pocket hole side facing downward.  When placing 

them in the bed, make sure you are installing the boards so that the 

bottom of the support board is inset into the bed by 1".  This will 

ensure that the drain pipe is not being installed in a space and that 

your pond liner will fit all the way to the top trim.  Use 2 1/2" Kreg 

screws.

Step 9
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Installing Bottom Side Support

To finish the support system, add the 6 side support pieces to the 

inside of the bed centered in-between the cross support beams.  You will

 notice there is a slight gap left, that is for wood movement of the 2x4s. 

 Secure with glue and (3)  2" deck screws each.  Predrill and countersink

screws.  Once glue sets, flip bed back to right side up to install the floor.

Step 10
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Installing Bed Bottom 

Install the 4 bed bottom pieces,

leaving 1/8" space on each side of

the boards.  Screw boards with 2"

deck screws into the 2 x 4 support

pieces.  Predrill and countersink

screws.

Step 11
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Trim

Chamfer the top and bottom of the ends and 1 long side, starting with the ends

to prevent tear out on the 2 long trim pieces. For the short trim 

pieces just chamfer 1 long side on the top and bottom.  If you have a 

hand router you can also do this after the trim is assembled.  To 

assemble add 2 pocket holes on each of the 2 short boards, about 1 1/4" 

from the edges.  Set the jig flush with the board and the collar set to 3

 9/16".  Secure the short boards to the long boards with glue and 1 1/4"

 Kreg screws.  Sand and set aside.

Step 12
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Long Board Chamfer Short Board Chamfer
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Folding Side Shelf (Optional)

Chamfer all 4 sides of the shelf slats and 1 long edge/ends to the top of the

shelf supports.  Sand all pieces of the shelf prior to building.  Attach all the

slats to shelf sides, starting with the top and bottom slat.  Space slats 1/4"

apart, attaching with nail gun equipped with 1 1/2" brad nails.  You can use

regular nails/screws if you don't have a nail gun.  Attach shelf supports, 2

against the shelf side and 1 down the middle.  Attach center support with small

1 1/2" stainless steel screws for extra strength.

Step 13
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Shelf Top View Shelf bottom view
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Folding Side Shelf Bracket

(Optional)

Chamfer the bracket parts if

desired.  Attach pieces with glue

and predrilled and countersunk 2

1/2" deck screws.   

Step 14
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Sealing the bed (Optional)

Wipe the entire project down with mineral oil to get any dirt/saw dust 

off the wood. Let it dry, then apply your sealant based on the 

manufacturer's instructions. I sealed the inside of the bed first, let 

it dry, then flipped it over for the sides and bottom. This is why I 

didn't install the trim or folding shelf right away, because I didn't want to risk 

breaking them.

Step 15
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Finishing Touches

Install trim with 1 1/4" Kreg screws.  Install 2 hinges on the edge of the folding

shelf, a few inches from the outer edge.  Attach to the end of the garden bed

on the edge of the trim.  Add 2 hinges to the inside edge of each of the

brackets and install on bed side, lined up with the outer support on the shelf. 

 This will allow you to fold the brackets in when not being used and the shelf to

sit flush with the side. 

Step 16
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Bracket Hinge Placement Shelf Hinge Placement
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Making it a SIP

 

Taking Your Planter To The Next Level!
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Materials/Equipment:
What We'll Need To Make The SIP System

(24') 4" Perforated Corrugated Drain

Pipe

(30') 4" Drain Pipe Sleeve

10' x 6' Fish Safe Pond Liner (45mil)

(6") 1/2" PVC Pipe

(2') 1 1/2" PVC Pipe

3" x 1 1/2" PVC DWV Pipe

Reducer/Increaser

3" PVC DWV Cleanout Plug

Staple Gun w/Staples

Waterproof Outdoor Caulking

Drill w/ 5/8" Drill Bit

2" Saw Hole

Hand or Miter Saw

Utility Knife

Hand Shears

Scissors

Measuring Tape

Hand Saw/Miter Sawwickedhandy.
net



Installing Drain Pipe

Drill a small hole in the 2 ends of the

bed, about 3 1/2" from the bottom

of the bed and 3 1/4" from the leg

(when looking from the inside of the

bed).  This will be where we input

the overflow drain pipe to prevent

over-saturation.

Step 1
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Installing Pond Liner

Place pond liner in bed, securing

with staples under the overlap of

the trim to hide staples.  Crease

edges and secure with staples.  Use

bricks or other heavy object to keep

pond liner snug against sides while

installing.  Cut any excess from

edges.

Step 2
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Installing Overflow Tube

Carefully cut a small slit in the pond

liner where the overflow tube goes.  

Just cut enough to allow the tube

to be inserted.  Insert 1/2" PVC pipe

into bed, keeping outside exposed

pipe flush with leg.  Seal with

waterproof adhesive or silicone to

keep it in place. 

Step 3
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Installing Drain Pipes

Cut the drain pipe into (2) 1' 9" and (4) 5' sections.  Take 1 of the 5' pieces and

using the 2" saw hole, drill a hole in the middle of the pipe.  Cover all drain

pipes with drain sleeve cover, tying knots on each side.  Try not to have excess

cover, it should be snug on the pipe.  Lay the two short pieces in the bed on

the ends, carefully sliding overflow tube into one side of the pipe (cut a very

small hole to allow tube in).  Lay 5' pipes perpendicular to the shorter pipes,

with the pipe with the drilled hole against the side of the bed with the drain

tubes.

Step 4
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Installing Fill Tube

Cut 1 end of the 1 1/2" PVC pipe at a 30°.  Cut a small slit in the drain sleeve

cover over the hole to insert the PVC pipe.  You want this to be snug so no dirt

can get in, if you accidentally cut too much of the drain pipe you can easily sew

it snug against the pipe with a needle and thread.  Push the pipe all the way

down, then seal top of pipe with PVC pipe reducer and clean out plug.

Step 5
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Adding The 
Perfect Soil

 

Moisture Retention & Absorption 
Are Key To A Great Growing Season
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Materials/Equipment:
Mixing The Right Soil For The Job

9 qt Vermiculite

9 qt Perlite

1 cu ft Peat Moss

5 cu ft Moisture Control

Potting Soil

5 cu ft Potting Soil

5 gal Perlite

4 cu ft Pine Bark Mulch

Shovel

Tarp



Soil for Drain Pipes

Mix vermiculite, 9 qts perlite, and peat moss well.  Fill between drain pipes,

pushing down to make sure it's getting between the pipes.  Fill to the just the

top of the drain pipes, making sure pipes stay evenly spaced (I used scrap

wood between the pipes to keep them in place until the soil was filled enough

to avoid shifting, then removed the wood.  For the shorter pipes with the

overflow tube, I pushed the tube against the side of the bed to ensure the tube

was secure and pack the soil on the other end to keep it in place.

Step 1
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Fill it up
Mix perlite, moisture control potting
soil, potting soil, and pine bark mulch

well, then add to the bed up to the top.  
Add fertilizer or soil amendments if

desired and add plants.  Add mulch on
top of soil if desired.  Water bed from
the top to get soil wet, then fill water
tube until water starts to pour from

overflow pipes.  Add water to fill tube
when water reservoir is low.

Step 2
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Front
View
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Back 
View
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Stay In Touch With Us!
B E W I C K E D H A N D Y

@ B E W I C K E D H A N D Y

W I C K E D H A N D Y 1

@ B E W I C K E D H A N D Y

W I C K E D  H A N D Y

O F F I C I A L  W E B S I T E

E M A I L

www.wickedhandy.net

info@wickedhandy.net
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